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Stavreska, Elena

Book chapter (published in English)

Policy paper (published in English)

Article (published in English)

Book chapter (published in English and German)

Kalemaj, Ilir

Journal articles


SELECTED LIST OF PUBLICATIONS BY DOCTORAL STUDENTS


April 2008: “Irredentism restated: The influence of societal actors and foreign intervention in the case of Serbian irredentism” [The title in original: Rishikimi i Irredentizmit: Ndikimi i faktoreve shoqerore dhe ndërhyrja e jashtme ne rastin e irredentizmit serb] Published at the Albanian political science journal Polis, number 5, Spring, 2008. Download from:
http://revistapolis.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=37&Itemid=41

http://revistapolis.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=37&Itemid=41


Publishing in Edited Books


Conferences/ Seminars

June 26-27, 2010: Presenting and publishing at the international conference proceedings at the Conference Western Balkans: An Opportunity or a Challenge for the future of EU, co-organized by Kosovo Public Policy Center, the American University in Kosovo Research Center, and the Victory University College, the following paper: “Kosovo as a litmus test of ‘normative power’ Europe or embedded in old- style cost calculations politics?” Co-authored with Enkelejda Olldashi.

April 6-7, 2010: Presenting at the Annual Doctoral Conference of CEU and Corvinus University the following paper: Shifting Boundaries in National Imagining: The Case of Albanians.

July 23-26, 2009: Presenting and publishing in the conference proceedings of the 6th EuPRA (European Peace and Research Association) bi-annual scientific Congress “European Peace Architecture: Integration-Cooperation- Engagement” organized at the European University of Albania venue, a paper titled: Nation-state identities and principles of Multiculturalism: is there a contradiction?

June 26, 2009: Participation in the 1st Annual Conference 2009, Ideology, Democracy and Social Change in the Western Balkans: Challenges for the Social Sciences. Also attending the workshop in Media and Democratization in the South-Eastern region as part of the same activity.


September 1, 2008: Participation at the International Conference organized by the intra-Albanian Institute “Alb-Shkenca” where I presented a paper, titled: “Depoliticization of public sphere and the role of international actors in Albania” at the Social Sciences section. Published in conference proceedings after reviewing process.


Bernaciak, Magdalena

*Article in a peer-reviewed journal*


*Book chapter*
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Kitanov, Blagoy

Book Review
"From the Soviet Block to the European Union: The Economic and Social Transformation of Central and Eastern Europe since 1973”, by Ivan Berend. Published in English in the journal Society and Economy 32:2 (2010), pp. 319–324.

Veselkova, Marcela

Journal papers


Kurekova, Lucia

Peer-reviewed articles

Books

Edited Volumes/Conference proceedings


Working papers
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Reports


Book reviews


Other


Garaz, Stela


Florea, George

"Inter-ethnic coalition formation in South-Eastern Europe" Published chapter in A. Lecours, L. Moreno, eds. “Nacionalismo y Democracia”, Centro de Estudios Políticos y Constitucionales, Madrid, 2009
Nosko, Andrej

2010

* Nosko, A.: Naozaj treba zvýšiť ceny plynu? [Is it really necessary to increase gas prices?] In: Sme, p 31, 7. September, 2010. [SK]
* Nosko, A.: Sharing the Experiences of Visegrad Cooperation in the Western Balkans and the GUAM Countries, ICDT Inter-regional Workshop on Economic Cooperation, 10-12 March 2010 Tbilisi, Georgia. [EN]

2009

PERG (Political Economy Research Group) blog - Energy policy section
Peer-review of Nations in Transit 2010: Slovak Republic report for Freedom House Europe


2008

PERG (Political Economy Research Group) blog - Energy policy section
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2007

* Nosko, A.: Economic interdependence of new EU Member States and Russia, Budapest: PERG-CEU,


2006


Cibian, Stefan

Conference Paper
Failing Attempts to Westernise the Non-Western: Why There Are No States in Sub-Saharan Africa - PSA 2010

Why Is Development Ignored? Bringing Development (Aid) into International Relations Theory via the English School, ISA - 2008

Foreign Aid in Disarray: Theoretical Gaps and Policy Failures, ISA - 2008
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Book review


Book Chapter

Nastase, Andreea

book chapter (single-authored)
Language of publication: English
Title: "Romania: Survey of the Audit Function in Local Government"
Year of the publication: 2009

Rövid, Márton


